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Abstract : Voice Based Home Automation System utilizing Raspberry Pi is the venture which will be 

exceptionally valuable for maturity individuals and debilitated individuals, essentially for one's who can't 

perform fundamental exercises productively. It is the thought which relates to the new time of computerization 

and innovation. The fundamental point of the home computerization framework is to make life less demanding. 

Cell phones are exceptionally regular among everybody because of its easy to use interface and movability 

highlights. In this undertaking we expect to control electrical home machines by android voice directions 

utilizing Wi-Fi as correspondence convention between Raspberry Pi and Android gadget. Raspberry Pi 3 

improves as a possibility for home mechanization by means of web because of its component of inbuilt Wi-Fi 

and Bluetooth. 
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I. Introduction 
In the present everyday life computerization can assume a noteworthy job. Computerization makes 

thing straightforward. The primary fascination of any robotized framework is lessening human labor, efforts 

,time and mistakes because of human negligence.[1] A Raspberry Pi is a charge card estimated PC which can be 

utilized for creating different applications. This venture depends on Internet of Things (IoT). Web of Things is a 

system of gadgets, for example, electrical apparatuses for availability which empowers these gadgets to 

interface and trade information. This venture speaks to an adaptable method to control gadgets. In this 

undertaking we are dealing with an android application where a client will give voice directions to controlling 

gadgets, for example, "Turn light on" which will be associated with raspberry pi and as per it the required 

procedure will work through Wi-Fi. MySQL database and PHP is required for network. This computerization 

can be utilized significantly in home as well as client can enroll and confirm him/her in android gadget and after 

effective login can give the info directions and work the gadgets. It likewise provides security from outsider 

clients. It permits controlling number of home apparatuses at the same time. Python is utilized as the 

fundamental programming language which is default, given by Raspberry Pi. This framework requires small 

scale SD card with an OS (Ubuntu Mate) for Raspberry Pi. Utilizing this we can say an ordinary home is 

changed over to savvy home.  

 

II. Literature survey 
Sr.no Title Technology Used Result 

1. System of an intelligent Voice 
controlled Home Automation 

System 

Arduino Uno micro 
controller, HC-05 Bluetooth 

component. 

Automation by voice command via 
arduino 

2. Home Automation Scheme By 

Android Application 

ATmega328 P, Numerous 

sensors like LM35, MQ5, 

DHT11. 

It cares in automation such as sensing 

humidity, temperature and LPG gas 

leakages. 

3. Voice Controlled Home 
Automation 

Raspberry Pi, Webcam, 
Microphone 

It fixes the home automation by voice 
recognition, input is assumed by 

microphone. 

4. Android Based Home 
Automation using Raspberry Pi 

Raspberry Pi, Zigbee, GSM, 
PIC. 

The communication protocol is Zigbee 
and GSM for raspberry pi 

  

 In this paper [1], The Home Automation System is finished by Arduino Uno microcontroller and for 

the network to cell phone HC-05 Bluetooth module is utilized. Another innovation which is in this task is 

regular language handling which controls gadgets. Voice controlled Home Automation System impacts the 

intensity of Arduino to give a full voice controlled mechanization framework. With the assistance of NLP and 

the different equipment in cell phone, it transmits voice to be utilized for controlling electrical gadgets. In this 

paper [2], Automation System dependent on ATmega328P by Arduino Uno. Different Sensors are utilized like 

Temperature Sensor (LM35), LPG Sensor (MQ5) which detects any spillages of LPG gases and Humidity 

Sensor (DHT11) which detects mugginess likewise climate detecting is conceivable. Bluetooth module is 
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utilized for network HC-05module. The voice control framework can be executed with exactness in voice 

acknowledgment and better pitching investigation. More gadgets can be recreated and clock could be set for 

programmed activity. In this paper [3], Home Automation is finished by voice acknowledgment contribution to 

the raspberry pi .Voice direction is given by the mic and a webcam is utilized as an information. The client 

could set a specific watchword which is given with the fitting order for yield. The AI present in the equipment 

will affably request that the client talk the order after the catchphrase and will execute the direction with sound 

affirmation. 

 In this paper [4], Home Automation is finished by the raspberry pi by correspondence convention 

Zigbee and Global System for Mobile Communication (GSM). Zigbee contains too low data transfer capacity 

and GSM as relatively high transmission capacity. It is relying upon Peripheral Interface Controller (PIC) 

which 8 bit microcontroller. In this paper [5], Home Automation framework is constrained by Arduino with 

the fundamental thought process of giving a simpler life to deadened individuals. It utilizes Voice Recognition 

module V3 and amplifier. The identified voice order does framework to switch the hand-off and alter the 

course of engine because of which raise lifts the bed or convey back bed to bring down rise point, turn on off 

the lights and sound the bell when crippled individual need assistance. 

 

III. System Architecture 
 The framework design gives generally speaking stream of the undertaking and how framework 

segments are associated with one another and perform their job of work in this venture. Raspberry pi is principle 

innovation utilized in this venture.  

 

 
Fig: 1 System Architecture 

 
 A 5v control supply is given and went through controller with the goal that it very well may be changed 

over to 3.3v and gave to raspberry pi. The voice order is given as contribution to android gadget which is 

associated with raspberry pi and the yield from raspberry pi is given to transfer switch. Hand-off change is 

associated with electronic gadget which does the fundamental capacity of exchanging on/off.  

 

  
Fig: 2 Circuit Architecture 

3.1 Sensor:  

 By utilizing sensors we decrease the exertion of announcing every single gadget a specific name. 

Model: If an individual gives a direction "lights on" the sensor will detect individual area and just that light will 

jump on. 
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3.2 Brilliant Doors:  

 The shrewd Doorbell can be made by actualizing voice and video calls with the individual standing 

directly outside the entryway and the proprietor remotely. Along these lines expanding the security remainder of 

the system.  

 

IV. Technology Used 
The advances utilized can be indicated as Shown in the below fig.3 

  
Fig: 2 Circuit Architecture 

 
A) Raspberry Pi: The principle innovation is Raspberry Pi it is a credit measured PC in which primary 

programming of robotization is finished utilizing the amazing language of python on an open source working 

framework Ubuntu mate.  

B) Android: Android gadgets are utilized to give contribution as a voice direction to Raspberry Pi. Where 

android writing computer programs is finished utilizing an IDE Android Studio. 

 

V. Conclusion 
A conclusion section must be included and should indicate clearly the advantages, limitations, and 

possible applications of the paper.  Although a conclusion may review the main points of the paper, do not 

replicate the abstract as the conclusion. A conclusion might elaborate on the importance of the work or suggest 

applications and extensions. This venture covers most essential component, in which it could give the total 

shrewd home condition. The voice controlled home computerization utilizing Raspberry Pi is proposed to assist 

simple use and control of gadgets by old and handicapped individuals. This task gives a fundamental 

arrangement of home computerization which can be effectively actualized and utilized viably. This framework 

enable client to take choices and to control the home machines with the assistance of an android application, in 

this manner making one's life agreeable and in the meantime remotely available through versatile gadgets like 

android telephones. 

 

VI. Future Scope 
The future extent of this task is:  
1. Validation: In future use, we can give voice verification to give security. In this just verified individual voice 

can get to verified gadget (like locker).  

2. Sensor: By utilizing sensors we diminish the exertion of pronouncing every single gadget a specific name 

Example: If an individual gives an order "lights on" the sensor will detect individual area just that light will 

jump on.  

3. Shrewd Doors: The brilliant Doorbell can be made by actualizing voice and video calls with the individual 

standing directly outside the entryway and the owner remotely. In this way expanding the wellbeing remainder 

of the framework. 
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